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To the planning inspectorate team
first i support and agree with the SASES team on all points.
i would like to make a few points of my own , if the substation is built it will destroy this
part off Suffolk for ever .this is such a beautiful area but why would any body visit or
move here because the traffic will be so bad especially at the Friday street turn on to
Aldeburgh road which is a bad junction already ,getting in and out off Friday street farm
shop will be really dangerous ,the Aldeburgh road gets very busy now with cyclists ,cars
and vans without a lorry every minute in both directions ,am sure they will be accidents
and people getting hurt or killed. Aldeburgh is a very popular town and gets very busy will
not cope with extra traffic .lorry route down Leiston road the local bus struggles to get
through at times,
would visitors want to stay or visit the area that is a massive building site the answer
would be no ask your selves would you take a holiday here .
we moved here like others for the peace and quiet that will disappear for ever not just years
but for ever it will never be the same again.
in the area the wildlife and the whole beauty of the landscape will be lost gone will never
be replaced . footpaths to Knodishall is used a lot lost others moved around a substation
who will walk that path ? this is changing a way off life for a village and surrounding area
it must not happen/
Scottish power and national grid planners do not care about any of this they do live here
and will move on to next project we are just a place on a map which they think nobody
will care or knows about we are proving them wrong people do care .
remember planning team if you give this the go ahead to build i feel sorry for the rest off
the east coast as you have told Scottish power you build all the substations you want
nothing is off limits ,as they will always say this is no different to FRISTON and we built
there.
please drive the roads that are planned to be used at various times to get a better idea of
traffic and remember this is off season and not the summer .walk the proposed cable entry
point at Thorpeness and its entire route see what we as an area are going to lose .see how
close it all is to all the villages and how it will affect people for miles around .
thank you
Raymond Gell

